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SEGA Details New Features In 
Upcoming Free-Roaming, Action-
Adventure Game Sonic Frontiers 
 
Prepare for SEGA’s New Open-Zone Platforming Adventure when 
Sonic Frontiers Launches Holiday 2022. 
 
SEGA of America, Inc. revealed new details and gameplay for its upcoming game Sonic Frontiers, 
including first looks at the Cyber Space areas of the game and the Titan boss. Sonic Frontiers is a new, 
action-adventure game featuring open-zone platforming where Sonic can use his trademark speed to 
freely explore the Starfall Islands. Sonic’s new adventure in a mysterious civilization is available 
globally this Holiday 2022 on PC and console. 
   
Sonic’s new journey begins when him and his friends – Amy and Tails – head to the Starfall Islands in 
search of Chaos Emeralds. As they approach the islands, sudden trouble hits their plane, and they are 
sucked into a dimensional portal. Sonic then finds himself separated from his friends and awakens in 
a strange, digital world – Cyber Space. He miraculously escapes Cyber Space and arrives on Kronos 
Island, one of the Starfall Islands, full of  ancient ruins where strange enemies roam.  It is then up to 
Sonic to explore the Starfall Islands, find his lost friends and uncover the mysteries around him. 
  
Starfall Islands 
  
The first island Sonic explores is Kronos Island. Its terrain and climate see frequent rain, large 
waterfalls, lush forests, mountains and floating towers in the air. The ruins scattered around the 
island appear to be the homes of ancient inhabitants – the Koco. 
 
Cyber Space 
  
Entrances to Cyber Space made by the ancient civilization of Starfall Islands can be found all 
throughout the map. Sonic fans will solve puzzles and complete challenges to earn Portal Gears to 
unlock these entrances access Cyber Space levels featuring the traditional, fast-paced, speed running 
action platforming. They’ll need to complete the challenges in each Cyber Space level to receive 
Vault Keys to progress further in the game. 
 



 
   
Open-zone platforming 
  
Players can enjoy high-speed, open-zone gameplay and interact with various activities on the island 
however and wherever they choose. Experience exhilarating combat, puzzles, side quests, Cyber 
Space and conversations with characters across the island in any order you’d like to match your play 
style. 
 
Game World 
  
Sonic Frontiers expands what fans know and love about traditional Sonic games, combining both 
linear-level gameplay and open-zone platforming into a new, action-filled Sonic adventure. The world 
map is bigger than ever before, giving Sonic more room to run and explore his surroundings, enabling 
him to evolve the land around him as he ventures deeper into the mysteries of Starfall Islands. 
 
Battle System 
  
Sonic’s combat style is more exhilarating and fluid than ever before. Players can use various button 
controls to fight strategically, combining moves such as dodges, parries, counters and more in 
various combos to show off battle skills unlocked throughout the game. If you prefer more 
straightforward gameplay, the game also has an Auto Mode where various attack combos can be 
executed with a single button. All Sonic fans can easily enjoy the fast and fluid combat system. 
  
  
New Cyloop Ability 
  
Sonic learns a new ability called “Cyloop,” creating a band of light mirroring Sonic’s tracks. Surround 
enemies, items and areas to uncover its various effects and unlock the secrets of the Starfall Islands. 
 
Puzzles 
  
There are various puzzles to solve throughout the ancient ruins of Starfall Islands. Completing each 
puzzle can grant items to increase Sonic’s power and defense, reveal hidden parts of the map and 
unlock new ways to navigate the island at fast speeds. 



 
Gameplay Styles 
  
When you first start the game, you can choose between two player control styles – Action Style and 
High Speed Style. Action Style helps with more accurate platforming, great for players new to Sonic 
games. High Speed Style offers more speed, great for players used to Sonic titles. 
  
Characters 
  
Sonic the Hedgehog 
  
The world’s fastest supersonic hedgehog. Sonic’s adventure begins on the Starfall Islands in pursuit 
of the Chaos Emeralds and his lost friends. He is also guided by a strange voice along the way. 
 
Sage 
  
A mysterious girl that appears across the Starfall Islands. Throughout the story, she cautions Sonic to 
leave the Starfall Islands despite his mission to find and save his friends. 
 
Enemies 
The Starfall Islands are home to strange creatures Sonic has never encountered before. Players will 
need to make use of the all-new battle system and abilities to take down these strange new foes 
 
SOLDIER 
This enemy spawns in groups and attacks in jabbing motions with both hands. 
 
CYCLONE 
A floating enemy causing damage with attacks that appear as electric tornados. 
 
BANGER 
A wheel-like enemy that rushes towards Sonic once he is detected and attacks at high speeds if 
provoked. 
 
SHELL 
An enemy protected by a hard shell that attacks at a distance with a boomerang-type move. Sonic’s 
attacks cannot penetrate the hard shell, but other methods such as Cyloop can catch this enemy off-
guard. 
 
BUBBLE 
An enemy formed by a group of spheres that attacks Sonic with electricity. 
 
Bosses 
  
NINJA 
An enemy with high-speed attacks reminiscent of the fighting style of its namesake. Can block 
incoming attacks and strike with shadows of itself. 
 
TOWER 
An enemy composed of various stacked parts. Its weakness is at the top of its head, so Sonic will 
need to figure out how to destroy each stack to get to it. 
 
ASURA 



A large enemy that looks like a tall building. Run up the arm it throws down to find its weakness at 
the top and attack. 
 
Direkter Link zum SEGA-Presseserver: www.sega-press.com 
 
SEGA Europe Ltd. Gehört zur japanischen SEGA Corporation, einem der weltweit größten Anbieter 
interaktiver Unterhaltung für den Heim- und Spielhallenbereich. SEGA entwickelt und vertreibt 
interaktive Unterhaltungs-Software für eine Vielzahl von Plattformen, darunter PC, Handhelds und 
Spielkonsolen von Nintendo, Microsoft und Sony Computer Entertainment. Weitere Informationen 
befinden sich auf der Website von SEGA Europe Ltd. unter: www.sega-europe.com   
 
About Koch Media 
The Koch Media Group is a global developer, publisher and distributor of video games, VR games, 
gaming hardware and merchandise.   
  
The group’s publishing, marketing and distribution activities extend throughout Europe, America, 
Australia and Asia. Koch Media has more than 25 years of experience in the digital media business 
and has risen to become a leading global publishing partner. 
  
The Koch Media Group runs a multi-label strategy, with fully owned publishing units, such as Deep 
Silver, Prime Matter, Milestone, Vertigo Games and Ravenscourt; publishing games for consoles, PC 
and VR platforms across all physical and digital channels.  
  
Additionally - as a global publishing partner - Koch Media has formed long-term multinational 
publishing collaborations with numerous game publishers including; Activision Blizzard, Bethesda, 
Capcom, Focus Multimedia, Giants Software, Koei Tecmo, Paradox, Sega, SNK, Square Enix, Techland, 
THQ Nordic, Tripwire, Warner Bros and many others. 
  
With its parent company in Höfen / Austria - and the HQ in Munich / Germany - Koch Media owns 
local publishing companies in Germany, UK, France, Spain, Italy, Sweden, the Netherlands, Austria, 
Switzerland, Poland, Australia, the United States as well as Japan and Hong Kong. 
  
The Koch Media Group owns 10 game development studios: Deep Silver Volition (Champaign, IL / 
USA), Deep Silver Dambuster Studios (Nottingham / UK), Deep Silver Fishlabs (Hamburg / Germany), 
Warhorse Studios (Prague / Czech Republic), Milestone (Milan / Italy), Voxler (Paris / France) , 
Digixart (Montpellier / France), Flying Wild Hog (Warsaw, Kraków, Rzeszów  / Poland), Free Radical 
Design (Nottingham / UK) and Vertigo Games (Rotterdam / the Netherlands). Additionally, the Koch 
Media Group collaborates with numerous independent development studios around the world. 
  
Part of the Koch Media Group is also Koch Films; a leading European independent film distributor 
with business primarily in Germany, Switzerland, Austria and Italy as a cinema, TV, online and Home 
Entertainment distributor. The Koch Media Group also owns leading video game merchandise 
companies Gaya Entertainment (Munich / Germany) and DPI Merchandising (Denver, Roseburg / 
USA) and a Quality Assurance Facility in Olomouc / Czech Republic. 
   
Koch Media is an Embracer Group company. 
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